[Cell therapy in cartilage repair: cellular and molecular bases].
The destruction of articular cartilage represents the outcome of most inflammatory and degenerative rheumatic diseases and leads to severe disability. Articular cartilage being unable to repair spontaneously, alterations of the joint surface often results in end-stage osteoarthritis, requiring surgical intervention and total joint replacement. This makes damaged tissues repair a major challenge in our aging society. Cartilage harbors only one cell type, the chondrocyte, which synthesizes and secretes specific matrix proteins such as type II collagen and high molecular weight proteoglycans. Matrix proteins are responsible for the conservation of the chondrocyte phenotype and the maintenance of the mechanical functions of cartilage. Development of therapeutic strategies for cartilage repair should thus comprise not only the replacement of lost cartilage cells but also that of extracellular matrix with cartilage-like properties. Different protocols are under investigation. The most commonly employed materials include transplantation of autologous osteochondral tissue. More recently, cell-based therapies using autologous mature chondrocytes or pre-chondrogenic stem cells have drawn particular attention. Tissue-engineering procedures represent the actual trend in cartilage repair. This approach combines biodegradable polymeric three-dimensional matrixes and isolated prechondrogenic stem cells. The cells are seeded within the biocompatible matrix and then implanted into the joint. Numerous non-degradable and degradable polymers, which efficiently "mimic" the natural surroundings of cartilage cells, are currently under investigation.